LPCAB29 - 2 Drawer LP Vinyl Cabinet
A '29 Series' Cabinet
We at Can-Am are thrilled to provide a new home for your LPs.
LPCAB29 is part of the Can-Am family of modules so it can be
configured into any setup. As a stand-alone storage solution or in
configurations, LPCAB29 will carry your vinyl in style
How Does LPCAB29 Stack Up?
LPCAB29 holds 560 LPs. A stack of
two cabinets can hold over 1,100 LPs.
With Can-Am Cabinets, you get what
you want, anywhere you want it. You
can stack two high and you can even
put them on wheels.
LPCAB29 is sized like our
CABDR29. It is also the same height
as any two 14" high cabinets stacked.
That is useful in designing
configurations where you want to
reach a common height.
Built To Last. From One Generation To Another.
Eco Friendly As Well. Can-Am cabinets are made of steel. Nothing is stronger or more durable and since steel is completely recyclable your
cabinets will never end up in a landfill. The rich powder coat finish is also VOC free and hypoallergenic. That means no gases emanating from
your cabinetry. Some things the next generation will appreciate as they spin those tunes.
FEATURES
- Safety interlocking drawers prevent tipping
- Key lock for added safety and security
- Heavy duty full-extension ball bearing sliders
- Includes hardware for connecting when stacking
- Steel is recyclable, so it will never end up in a landfill
- Powder coat finish is VOC free and eco-friendly
- Adjustable feet levelers provide stability and lift the
cabinet off the floor. The levelers rest in dimples
topside for positive positioning when stacking
- Provides dust-free space efficient storage
- Like all Can-Am cabinets, there is no assembly required.
SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 95 lb
Cabinet Dimension:
37.75" W x 29" H x 20" D
Inside Drawer:
33.5”W x 13”H x 16.5”D
LP Capacity: 560 Vinyl LPs
Construction: 18 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat

This configuration consists of a 2 drawer LP cabinet (LPCAB29)
as well as a 2 drawer CD storage cabinet (MC2D14) below it,
and a matching metal top (MTOP40)

MATCHING CABINETS LPCAB29 is sized like our CABDR29. It is also the same height as any two 14" high cabinets stacked.
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OPTIONS: WHEELS / CADDY / LEGS / MICA TOP / METAL TOP
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